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ABSTRACT:

Three main points are presented. 1) Current theoretical prej-
udices are presented for why dibaryon states are Interesting, and why
they should be expected. 2) A review is given of some of the unsettled
experimental Issues which have emerged during this conference concerning
dibaryons. 3) Phenomenological issues are raised which are critical to
understanding whether dibaryon states are observable 1n the medium
energy NN system.

I. THEORETICAL PREJUDICES

Whenever someone asks me if I believe in dibaryon states, my
immediate response is to say of course. The deuteron fs certainly a
dibaryon state and is as well established as any hadron in the "wallet
card". Now to be fair I have ignored an implicit prejudice which, in ay
opinion, 1s not correct. According to this prejudice, nuclear states
are thought to be uninteresting. This common view is based on thinking
that such states are composed of elementary nucieons (i.e. the nucieons
have no substructure) bound together by the exchange of elementary
mesons. In this view the quark substructure of hadrons is Ignored.

Once one allows the hadrons to have an internal structure, then
even conventional nuclear states can have properties which in principal
reflect this substructure. For example it has been proposed that
properties of the deuteron form factor represent exotic quark arrange-
ments.1 In the deuteron such effects are small; this Is not to say
there might not be nuclear states in which such effects might be larger.

One place to look, which is relevant to the discussions in this
session, is at A ^ n nuclear states.2 What I mean by a nuclear state
is that conventional forces such as * exchange provide a strong
attractive binding for A++n not unlike that of Its sister state the
deuteron. If the A + + were stable, one might expect bound state(s);
the finite A width provides a natural scale for the ( A n ) resonance
widths. If one now focuses on the quark substructure, it is certainly
possible that this dibaryon system will have larger exotic components In
its wave function than does the deuteron.

Now I don't claim that anybody really knows how to calculate dibar-
yon states (Including the deuteron) from a theory involving only quarks
and the giuons which mediate their interaction. Such calculations which
do exist contain a large number of unwotivated assumptions. Neverthe-
less they suggest that there is an area for theoretical inquiry which
might prove extremely fruitful. So perhaps by the next conference
quantitative arguments can be given to support the view that all dibar-
yon states are interesting in that they reveal and reflect the quark
substructure of hadrons.

Lacking quantitative calculations, 1 will present a qualitative
picture of what is meant by exotic quark configurations In the wave
function. Imagine that hadrons are described by the MIT bag model:4 «
meson consists of a single quark-antiquark pair in a bag; a baryon con-
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sists of three quarks In a bag. These are the ususal non-exotic hadrons
and correspond to the old Quark Model states. In addition, the bag
model envisions exotic quark states as potentially stable. For example,
baryonium states are defined as a bag containing two qaark-antiquark
pairs.6

It is easy to see that the wave function for baryonium will some of
the time look like a meson-meson bound state (not unlike a nuclear
state). In this configuration there will be two spatially separated
color singlet quark-antiquark pairs. In addition there is also the
possibility of a diquark in a color 3 representation spatially separated
from an anti-diquark in a color 3 representation such that the overall
wave function is still in a color singlet. This is clearly an exotic
component since the diquark combination is not an observed hadron
state. Such configurations are clearly possible in the bag model, and
may be more favored energetically than the non-exotic meson-meson
configurations, depending on the dynamics of the quark's interactions.

The above example suggests that resonances would occur which some
of the time look like meson-meson bound states, and some of the time
look like diquark-antidiquark bound states. The extension to dibaryons
is easy at this simple level where dynamic calculations are ignored.
Imagine six quarks in a bag. Some fraction of the time the wave func-
tion might look like two spatially separated triquark color singlet
states. Some fraction of the time the wave function will describe three
spatially separated diquark systems in a 3 representation of color such
that the three 3's make an overall color singlet. There are clearly a
whole host of other exotic configurations; which one will dominate
depends on the quark dynamics. There is certainly no obvious reason why
the non-exotic baryon baryon configuration will dominate.

The conclusion we draw from this discussion Is that because hadrons
are presumed to have a quark substructure, then such nuclear like
objects such as dibaryon states (including the deuteron) can be expected
to have exotic quark configurations in their wave function. Not much is
presently known about such components, or how to calculate them.
Experiments could teach us a lot. In particular, if the dibaryon states
discussed at this conference were confirmed and their properties estab-
lished, we might learn whether these states have larger exotic
components than their relative the deuteron.

II. UNSETTLED EXPERIMENTAL ISSUES

Even if the theoretical betting odds &re good that interesting
dibaryon resonances exist, one still has to find them. So what is the
experimental evidence? From the earlier talks today you may easily
gather that there are many unsettled issues."'' Part of my charge is to
try and resolve these issues if at all possible.

Actually finding dibaryon resonances involves three steps, each of
which has a controversial aspect: 1) Obtaining reliable data with
polarization information for total cross sections and angular distribu-
tions; 2) Using this data to extract phase shifts in a region where
inelastic channels are important; 3) Deducing the presence of a reson-
ance from the phase and inelasticity variation in a partial wave. In
this section the first two steps will be discussed; the third step will
be discussed in the next section.

There is often an emotional involvement when different groups dis-
agree on the actual data. This is certainly intensified If one believes
that some specific physics concern, such as the existence of dibaryon



resonances, can be clarified by a single type of measurement. The
example I have In mind 1s the measurement of the pp total cross
section in pure spin states. The argument 1s that if there is a pp
resonance, it will manifest Itself as a bump In the total cross
section. This is because the total cross section, which determines the
Imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude,Is expected to have
as one contribution the imaginary part of a Breit-Wigner amplitude due
to the dibaryon resonance. Though this argument is naive, let us never-
theless see to what extent measurements of those pure spin total cross
sections agree.
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Historically, the f irs t ZGS measurements of a pure spin total cross
section were done for transversely polarized protons scattering on a
transversely polarized target . 8 The new cross section Is the difference

AaT * o(t+) - a(+t)

between when the spins are ant!parallel and parallel. The measurements
are shown In Fig.l, along with Arndt's '68 and '69 phase shift predic-
tions. * There appears to be a bump in the cross section which would
correspond to a spin singlet resonance. The mass 1s just at the A**n
threshold and so a natural I t t t i 1 0 l Jp to a spin singlet resonance. The mass 1s just
threshold, and so a natural Interpretation10 would be the

d by Dyson11. If this were true then 1)

the
threshold, and so a
resonance proposed A O T values



at other momenta should smoothly Interpolate from the phase shifts to 2
GeV/c and 2) a similar positive bump should be seen 1n the total cross
section difference

AaL = oft) - a{%)

for beam and target longitudinally polarized.
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Fig.2. AMW Phase shift predictions^ (curves) for AoT (top
curve]_and Aat (bottom curve) along with ZGS
data.13'1*

Alas such simple arguments never work as can be seen in Fig.2,
showing the status of the ACT and Aq_ measurements from the ZGS at
the time of the 1978 Vancouver conference.li The ACT values do not
tie on smoothly to the phase shifts, and A ^ has a large negative com-
ponent in addition to any presumed 1 D 2 resonant bump. The dip in Aq_
generated speculations of a L = J triplet resonance which from
consideratiops of some angular distributions was thought to be in the
3F3 wave.15 Again confirmation of the cross section data would appear
essential.

By the time of this conference, four laboratories have measured
AOI and three have measured A C T • The results6*'»16»1' are shown 1n
F1g.3. Several points are worth noting. The new Triumf A C T values
correspond pretty well to the old phase shift predictions ana disagree
with the ZGS points. Whether ACT has a bump or not at 1.2 GeV/c is
still an open question. I would like to see the ZGS points remeasured,
at least out to pL ~ 1.5 GeV/c. The Triumf Ao|_ points agree fairly
well with the phase shift predictions, though you can see that there is
some discrepancy betwen Triumf and new ZGS A<j|_ values. This Is 1n a
region where Ao^ is steeply rising and so small shifts 1n the absolute
beam momentum would resolve the differences between experiments. I
should note that the AM. group's A<* measurements at LAMPF are
basically consistent with the ZGS points as are the SIN measurements.

To sum up, there are differences between experimental groups in
ACT which need resolving before one has a clear picture of any
structures in this cross section difference. In contrast, for AOL a
clear picture of the structure has emerged, although there remain some
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Fig.3. To Figure 2 have been added additional ZGS AoL data
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taken after 1977, a preliminary LAMPF A « data point
reported' at this conference, preliminary SIN A *
data1' reported at this conference, and preliminary
ACT and Ao. TRIUMF data reported6 at this

conference. The preliminary data are not Coulomb cor-
rected.

discrepancies. I would expect these latter discrepancies to be resolved
in the not too distant future.

Up until now I have accepted as gospel the idea that the dips and
bumps seen 1n the total cross section can be Immediately translated into
a statement about the existence of rtibaryons. This argument fails when-
ever strong inelastic thresholds open which can also cause dips and
bumps.10 To resolve a resonance one needs to appeal to a full scale
phase shift analysis. HosMzaki has carried out such an analysis and
has nevertheless found a xDo and JF 3 resonance near the bump and dip
in Aa respectively.13 These contribute only a few mb to the
inelastic total cross sections, and are 10% effects on a largely
inelastic background. This fact makes resolving the above discrepancies
a more important issue. It is not enough to see a bump or dip In a
cross section to guarantee a resonance behavior In a partial wave ampli-
tude if the bump or dip is due primarily to the opening of an inelastic
channel.

Another comment worth making is that pp phase shift analyses 1n
the inelastic region are model dependent, primarily because there are
few experimental constraints on the inelastic parameters of the partial
wave amplitudes. The present case for dibaryon states 1s certainly
strengthened by the fact that at least two Independent analyses aivj»
approximately the same phase shifts and inelasticity parameters.79'20

Until the data base has been strengthened, one should nevertheless not
consider the present phase shifts as definitive, but rather as
suggestive.

III. DIBARYONS AND INELASTIC THRESHOLDS

Suppose we grant that dibaryons are interesting and should exist.



Moreover, suppose an absolutely believable phase shift analysis exists
over the region of interest. Is it then trivial to experimentally
identify the resonance behavior? If the resonance were a Breit-Wigner
on a small background the answer is obviously yes. If the background is
large and primarily inelastic, the answer is no longer obvious. Rather
than identifying the resonance by inspection, one identifies the
resonance by fitting the partial wave amplitude to some formula which
allows for both background and resonance, and extracts the resonance
contribution (which could in principle come out zero). For Hoshizaki
this means writing the partial wave amplitude as a sum of background
(which is estimated by "eyeball") plus Breit-Wigner resonance and
fitting this to the phase shift partial wave amplitude.19 A refinement
of this method is to try and identify the sources of background with the
opening of specific inelastic channels. In this section I will describe
one such refinement... I have done this in collaboration with Bonnie
Edwards at Argonne. £

Consider the J = 2* dibaryon system, which has long been a can-
didate for an nA resonance. Many NNir channels couple to this
system; as an exercise we shall consider only the nA (5S2) quasi-two
body channel in addition to the pp(xD2) elastic one.

To put this exercise in perspective, note that at p L ^ = 1.2 Gev/c
{s = 4.62 GeV'), the total inelastic pp cross section is approximately
10 mb, of which 1.2 rob is pp*0, 2.5 mb is ir+d and 6.3 mb is pmr\
These cross sections are good to about 20% since they are based on crude
interpolations of the measured cross sections which are not available at
many energies in the region of interest. Moreover the total inelastic
spin singlet contribution has been estimated by Hollas''2 to be only
about 5 mb. This is consistent with the phase shift solutions19'20

which predict an inelastic 1D 2 cross section of about 5 mb, and negli-
gible inelastic cross sections for the other singlet states. If the
exclusive inelastic singlet cross sections are in the same ratio as the
total, then one would estimate the singlet ppir0, *+d and pn* cross
sections as 0.6 mb, 1.2 mb, and 3.2 mb respectively. These estimates
aren't unreasonable since the presence of substantial polarization" in
pp + it d scattering indicates that the inelastic cross section for

this process is shared among at least two partial waves, thus consider-
ably reducing the IT d contribution to pp( D2) inelastic scattering
from 1.2 mb.

You see that there are a variety of uncertainties in estimating the
exclusive singlet cross sections which could easily amount to 1-2 mb in
the 1 D 2 cross section. We are searching for a resonance effect which,
if Hoshizaki's background can be used as a guide, amounts to about 2 mb
out of the 5 mb *D2 inelastic cross section at the resonance peak
s * 4.62 GeV*. This resonance effect is of the same order as the esti-
mate for the ir+d contribution, or the uncertainty in the inelastic
1Do cross section. The restriction to the two channels p p f ^ ) and
n A ( S o ) 1s thus primarily a pedagogic exercise, though in fact the
extension to three channels (which adds the w+d(3P2) channel) changes
none of the conclusions.**

The two channel unitary 9> matrix is parametrized by

ne



where channel "1" is pp(1D2) and channel "2" is nA + +( 5S 2). The phase
6j and inelasticity parameter n are available from the phase shift
analyses. The n& + + phase shift 6» is at present Inaccessible and so
is totally unconstrained. The program is to try and identify resonance
behavior from 6̂  and n> We adopt as the definition of a resonance
that ff have a pole on the second sheet. This means we have to extra-
polate partial information about the scattering matrix off into the
complex s-plane. there are certain obvious dangers which we respond to
by adopting an historical approach.

We shall use the K-matr1x method of analytically continuing the
scattering matrix.I8»" To be more specific, using the definition of
the scattering matrix T which has the threshold factors removed

^ = 1 + 2ip 1 / 2T P
1 / 2 , (2)

one approximates T by the K-matrix form

T = K(l - CK) -1 . (3)

The Chew-Mandelstam function C(s) is determined by

in terms of the diagonal threshold matrix whose elements are

2L..+1
1 (5)

where qj is the c m . momentum of a baryon in channel " i M and Lj 1s
the orbital angular momentum. The real symmetric K matrix is assumed
to be meromorphic, thus allowing T to be analytically continued once
K is determined on the real axis. In practice this shall mean finding
a simple parametrization of K which can be f i t to the phase shift
parameters 6^, 6g anQ< n; since 60 is unconstrained, there wi l l be an
in principle ambiguity in determining K^, K12

 an<1 K22
be removed by our parametrizations.

The form chosen for K-f j 1s

Ki<(s) = a44 + bjiS + Ci4s ,
ij ij ij ij

a simple polynomial. Other forms, such as adding a pole
to (6) don't qualitatively change the resul ts . 2 4 The f i t s havf been"made
separately to the n and 6y found by two Independent phase shif t
analyses. Figure 4 shows the result of one f i t , in this case to
Hoshizaki's phase shifts using
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Kn = 36 - 6s

K12 = 2.8

K22 = 16 - 2.3s .

(7)

There 1s no sharp phase variation 1n either 6i nor 62.
 men the ,.

T.«atr1x Is continued Into the complex plane, there Is Indeed a nearby
second sheet pole with



^ = 2.17 GeV

r = 125 MBV

rx = 57 MeV

, = 68 MeV

ib,

which one would like to interpret as a dibaryon resonance.
What about other fits? There are a variety of others, which

produce phase variations in So qualitatively different from the above
f i t . Nevertheles these other f i ts all have nearby second sheet
poles.'1 The conclusion remains i f one f i ts to Arndt's phase shifts
rather than Hoshizaki's; also i f one includes the it d channel. *

JLI Region ( i )

Fig.5. The complex s-plane structure indicating the pp and
npir unitarity cuts along with the second sheet na++

cut. Further details can be found in Ref.21.

We would obviously like to interpret this pole as a dibaryon reson-
ance. Consider the structure of the complex plane (Fig.5). By
including the kinematics of the two channels we have both the pp and
nA unitarity cuts so the pole in K is not mimicking the opening of
fne nA++ channel. Moreover, by giving the A its finite width we
insure that the nA cut is off the real axis; the poles are typically
near the start of this cut, somewhat below the nA threshold. So
unless the poles reflect some left hand cut dynamics, a resonance
remains the natural interpretation.

Now it may not be too far fetched to imagine that left hand cut
could spoil the resonance interpretation. Consider one pion exchange
in pp + nA . The S-wave projection is some Legendre function of the
second kind which has a left hand cut at s 2 2.0 + 3.4i. This 1s not
very near where we find our poles. However, one pion exchange in the
nA •*• nA++ channel has a left hand cut (using a finite A width) from
4.67 - 0.24i to 16.7 - 7.221, which starts quite near our 2 + pole.
These calculations, which were done by B. Edwards, suggest that at least
one of the dibaryon poles might be representing a dynamical left hand
cut.

In this context I should note that the calculation of the Jp * 3"
system produces two poles, one near the nA threshold. * Since the
one pion exchange will produce a left hand cut in every partial wave at
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the same location, this is perhaps a hint about the nature of the
singularity.

IV. SUMMARY

To briefly sum up, I have first tried to argue that dibaryon states
have theoretical support, and may indeed be interesting (including the
deuteron). I then emphasized that the evidence for dibaryons is not
something one can simply read off from cross section bumps but depends
on detailed analysis. Those controversies between experimental groups
as to the size and/or presence of bumps effect, only after some
analysis, the question of dibaryons. Nonetheless it is interesting that
there is in fact a fair consensus between different groups on the
measurement of AaL, though not yet on AaT. There seems to be no
serious experimental challenge to the analyses which have claimed
1=1, J -2 and 3" resonances.

The third point has to do with theoretical and phenomenological
challenges. Given phase shifts which are universally accepted (which is
not yet the case) one can worry that phase behavior which is interpreted
as resonance is due only to the opening of the nA channel. A
K-matrix analysis shows this is not the case. An ambiguity that still
remains unsettled is whether the phase variation is due to dynamically
generated left hand cuts, such as due to one pion exchange. By the next
conference this should be settled. At this time my bet is that the 3"
state is a real resonance and the 2 + behavior is due to a strong left
hand cut.
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